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But this pandemic year is different. “My classes have divided up the learning materials too much to accommodate for remote learning,” Derradji said in an email. “I feel wildly unprepared to take timed ...
With annual AP exams underway, some students feel ‘wildly unprepared’ because of the pandemic
As a student living through anti-war protests and political assassinations, my generation seemed to be in the center of swift social change.
My college years were in the tumultuous 1960s. Graduates today must keep idealism alive.
When Tees-side woman Clare Frith started looking into her family history, her research revealed deep Argyll roots mingled with family tragedy and sacrifice. Clare first contacted our sister paper the ...
Family echoes of the McNabs of Argyll
It renders this assessment of press freedom in the PH in a new light. The next election confronts the nation with a fork on the road; ...
2021 State of Press Freedom in the Philippines
Honest reporting in Pakistan draws the ire of powerful quarters and some journalists pay the ultimate price ...
Target on their backs
Campus Voice is an initiative by ThePrint where young Indians get an opportunity to express their opinions on a prevalent issue.
2020 marked the beginning of a new decade of fear, uncertainty and fight for survival
In the 2017 movie “The Post,” Meryl Streep immortalized Washington Post publisher Katharine Graham in golden caftan glory as she made the historic and career-defining decision to publish the Pentagon ...
A new exhibit casts legendary Post publisher Katharine Graham as an accidental feminist trailblazer
As Per New Education Policy, new changes are being introduced to its assessment and evaluation process by CBSE for the next academic session. New circular released by the CBSE on April 22, details ...
CBSE new academic session update: Competency-based questions increased to 30 per cent! How to start preparing
A factory worker didn’t want to call in sick or catch COVID-19, so she tried to ignore the pain. Now she has stage 4 cancer.
A Crisis of Undiagnosed Cancers Is Emerging in the Pandemic’s Second Year
The effort to review every ballot cast in Maricopa County — which by itself gave President Biden his margin of victory in the state — has been undertaken using an opaque, often inscrutable process, ...
The great bamboo hunt: Arizona’s bizarre vote-examination effort gets more bizarre
Harvard Law School is famed for its premier student-run journals, manifold in both scope and speciality. The Harvard Law Record — an independent, student-run, nonpartisan newspaper — is a different ...
The Legacy of Harvard Law School’s ‘Unique’ Student Newspaper
Global health researcher Vyoma Dhar Sharma had just embarked on a fieldwork trip to India as COVID-19 began sweeping through the population and overwhelming hospitals. It has taken a terrible toll on ...
‘Each burning pyre is an unspeakable, screeching horror’ – one researcher on the frontline of India’s COVID crisis
A young professional ponders whether “starving artist” might be a smarter career choice than nuclear weapons policy analyst.
Why choose a career in art over nuclear policy? The money
This story is part of a collaboration between FRONTLINE, ProPublica and Berkeley Journalism’s Investigative ... in paramilitary activity over the past year, and the FBI, the Department of ...
“I Felt Hate More Than Anything”: How an Active Duty Airman Tried to Start a Civil War
The evergreen topic of “trust in media” has been getting a fresh examination of late ... Nelson now oversees opinion journalism at all 29 McClatchy papers. Her emphasis is on localism and ...
Building trust in media: Users don’t see it the same way as journalists, new studies show
The latest liberal studies paper for Hong Kong’s university entrance ... the Professional Teachers’ Union (PTU), said unlike past exams which had questions on volatile issues, such as press ...
No questions on rule of law or politics in this year’s liberal studies paper at Hong Kong’s DSE exams, teachers say
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i> This story is part of a collaboration between ProPublica, Berkeley Journalism’s Investigative ... increases in paramilitary activity over the past year, and the FBI, the Department of ...
How an active duty airman tried to start a civil war
Good journalism is in the business of holding ... Newsrooms compete to come up with the best ideas. But any examination of this masthead’s remarkable longevity must also call attention to ...
The fierce spirit of independence that has shaped the Herald’s evolution
The paper (full disclosure: this writer is a past contributor ... but didn’t really come into the journalism world until my late 30s.” He doesn’t think it would surprise anyone who knew ...
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